INFORMATION ABOUT THE CHANGE
THE TERMS OF USE OF THE CARDS UNDER THE MULTISPORT PROGRAMME

Dear Users of the MultiSport Cards,

We kindly inform you that due to the entry into force of the RODO (Regulation of the European Parliament and Council on the protection of individuals with regard to the processing of personal data and their free movement), the content of the Terms of Use for using cards in the MulSport Programme changes (hereinafter as "Terms and Conditions"). Below we present a summary of changes:

1. Section 5 of the Terms of Use is replaced by the following:

The User’s personal data are processed in accordance with the applicable regulations to the extent that is necessary to provide services under the MultiSport Programme on the basis of the User’s declaration on the processing of personal data submitted prior to the application for participation in the MultiSport Programme. Detailed information on the processing of personal data is available at https://www.benefitsystems.pl/polityka-prywatnosci/. Questions concerning the protection of personal data should be sent by e-mail to daneosobowe@benefitsystems.pl, or communicated over the telephone at +48 22 242 42 42 or by post to the following address: Benefit Systems SA, Plac Europejski 2, 00-844 Warszawa – with the note "Personal data" put on the envelope.

2. Section 6 of the Terms of Use is replaced by the following:

Card ordering and participation in the MultiSport Programme is fully voluntary, which means that the User makes his/her own decision when registering for the MultiSport Programme and the persons entitled to it (accompanying persons and children). The User is entitled to withdraw from the service at any time as specified in the terms described in the agreement concluded with the Client, who under this agreement enabled the Users to use the MultiSport Programme (hereinafter referred to as the "Client"). Resignation from the MultiSport Programme means deactivation of the Card of the User and deactivation of the Cards of accompanying persons or children submitted by the User to the MultiSport Programme – at the end of the current settlement period specified in the agreement concluded with the Client.
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